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Indirect  searches   for 
DARK MATTER



Annihilation of  2 Dark-Matter particles
Produce particles in our Galaxy, with 
Energy spectrum that extends to  E = m

Example of electron, positron spectrum

These particles  remain magnetically trapped in the Galaxy
[Electrons and positrons lose continuously  energy]



Injection  spectrum

Observable
Flux



“Background” of
 astrophysical origin

Signal from
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“Background” of
 astrophysical origin

Signal from
Dark-Matter annihilation

The  fux of particles from 
Dark Matter Annihilation
is symmetric
      

But the “background” is not



To measure   positrons and anti-protons you need
To go to space, above the atmosphere.

A magnet for charge separation is essential





The frst satellite built to detect antimatter in space launched safely 
yesterday, boosting the chances of identifying the mysterious 'dark 
matter' that makes up more than  80% of the stuf in the Universe.

The PAMELA probe (Payload for Antimatter Matter 
Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics) took of from 
the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan on 15 June, 
carrying instruments that  will catch antiprotons and 
positrons, the mirror particles of protons and electrons.

The physicists' day in the sun

The project began in 1995 as a collaboration between Russian and 
Italian scientists,  which expanded to include colleagues from 
many other countries. 



Crucial  ingredient:
the MAGNET !

e-
e+



Antiproton result Agreement 
With standard production
mechanism





High energy: 
ratio e+/e-
grow with  E !!

Very unexpected
result  !

Solar 
Modulation
efect



From : Cirelli





Dark Matter explanation of the 
“Pamela positron excess”  in terms of  the 
“WIMP” model  is possible,  but  not in  its
 Simplest,  most natural version.
 

 [1.]  The DM annihilation does not produce antiprotons
         “Leptophilic” Dark Matter [?]
           (no  convincing dynamical explanation)

 [2.]  Include a large “Boost factor”
          to increase the rate of  the DM  annihilations.
          Very “clumpy”  dark matter.
          (very lucky in being close to a big DM clump)
           “winning the jackpot”  [?]



Dark Matter explanation of the 
“Pamela positron excess”  in terms of  the 
“WIMP” model  is possible,  but  not in  its
 simplest,  most natural version.
 

 [1.]  The DM annihilation does not produce antiprotons
         “Leptophilic” Dark Matter [?]
           (no  convincing dynamical explanation)

 [2.]  Include a large “Boost factor”
          to increase the rate of  the DM  annihilations.
          Very “clumpy”  dark matter.
          (very lucky in being close to a big clump)
           “winning the jackpot”  [?]

Is this “adding epicycles”  to the wrong theory ?

Are there other possible interpretations for this result.



Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux

E-2.70

E-3.04





Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux



Spectra of approximately form:

Completely unexpected result
Rough expectation
For the positron slope 
SOFTER than electrons

protons

electrons

positrons



Another very surprising result that
has generated a lot of discussion
The  balloon  calorimeter   ATIC



Balloon  experiment  (electron + positron)   ATIC

“Shoulder” [?!!]



“Background” of
 astrophysical origin

Signal from
Dark-Matter annihilation



Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux

New  component
“emerging”
at high energy ??



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux

“Excess”  [??] 
 of  electrons + positrons

....
Possible...

but certainly not necessary 



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux





Astrophysical Solutions
for the PAMELA positron excess

protons

electrons

positrons

New source of electrons and positrons
that accelerate particles with 
a very hard source spectrum



Injection from a plane

Homogeneous injection



PULSARS 

CRAB  Nebula



CRAB Nebula

Red Radio
Green Optical
Blue X-rays



Energy is available

Dynamics of  particle production?

Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008



Fermi Pulsar detection



Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from all  Pulsars



Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from single close Pulsar



astro-ph/0903.2794

New mechanism in 
“standard Supernova acceleration” scenario

INJECTION of  e+e-  pairs
from accelerated  particles  at the source

Crucial  problems: 
  Normalization
  Spectrum





Detailed 
calculation

Injections of relativistic  particles 
From the interactions and showers
Of accelerated particles.



Dark Matter detection with
 neutrino telescopes.



Dark Matter detection with neutrino telescopes.



“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Elastic  scattering



SUN  – rotation around the galactic  center.  



Predicted  velocity  distribution of DM particles
In the “Halo Frame”
Maxwellian  form





  “Halo rest frame”

   Velocity   of Earth in the
   Halo  rest frame

   [Co-rotation ?]
   



Velocity  distribution in   the Earth Framexs

2nd june
2nd december



Flux of Dark Matter particles:



“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Non  relativistic  WIMP



Kinematical  factor r

2





Target not point-like:
Form Factor



Spin  independent :  coherent  scattering  + kinematics

Strong  dependence 
on mass number A



Nuclear 
Form
Factor

Universal
(A independent)
function 

Velocity
Distribution

Scattering RATE

Prefactor



Directional Response



Scattering RATE



A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV

Quasi exponential distribution 

2nd june
2nd december







DAMA-LIBRA      (Gran Sasso)



Dama-Libra
250 Kg NaI



Dama  average Counting Rate

ee  [electron equivalent]









Period one year.

“Phase”
Is centered  
At the “right”  value

Maximum 
The 2nd june.

Coincidence ?







Gaussian  with  detector  resolution



Relation between Light collected by PMT   and E
recoil

E(recoil) = 11.0 *  E(electron-equivalent)

In presence of “channeling”
Scattering in certain directions

E(recoil) =  1.0 *  E(electron-equivalent)  























Xenon-100 (liters) results

40 Kg  of fducial mass
11.17 days of data taking      [1/1000  the DAMA exposure]
0 candidates





4 “allowed regions for DAMA”
  [Dominant Na, I] * [“channelling”]



Intense  controversy around these results
and their interpretation.  

For DAMA:  is it possible they are  detecting
a seasonal  efect in the background rate 
That by “coincidence” has the “right” features
That mimic Dark Matter ?
[Crucial test: repeat in the South hemisphere ?]

If DAMA  does see a DM signal, then
why the other detector do not see a signal ?



Conclusions -  Perspectives 3 remarks



Conclusions -  Perspectives

The DARK MATTER problem  is one of the
key problems for modern Science in the 21st century.
[Good luck  to you, for fnding the solution !!!]



Dark Matter  searches [Indirect and Direct]  are
 sensitive  and powerful  and  study a signifcant
 fraction of [but perhaps not the entire]  space of the 
 “WIMP  hypothesis” (weakly interacting relic particle) 
 for the  nature of the Dark Matter.
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Conclusions -  Perspectives

The PAMELA  “positron excess” is a very interesting
phenomenon, that  is very likely to involve some
new interesting high energy astrophysics idea.
[And high energy astrophysics is a very exciting 
Vibrant feld, with continuos  surprises an developments.]
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 sensitive  and powerful  and  study a signifcant
 fraction of [but perhaps not the entire]  space of the 
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 for the  nature of the Dark Matter.

Conclusions -  Perspectives

The PAMELA  “positron excess” is a very interesting
phenomenon, that  is very likely to involve some
new interesting high energy astrophysics idea.
[And high energy astrophysics is a very exciting 
Vibrant feld, with continuos  surprises an developments.]
GOOD LUCK  TO YOU  also in this feld !!!

The DARK MATTER problem  is one of the
key problems for modern Science in the 21st century.
[Good luck  to you, for fnding the solution !!!]
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